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Kristoff, Martin and Sutherland will join the
Emirati team from the next season.

Alexander Kristoff (second at world championships in Bergen behind Sagan) and UAE
Team Emirates have signed a deal for the European Champion to join the team starting
in 2018. They have finalized a two-year contract. Again, the UAE Team Emirates
has announced that it has reached deals with the cyclists Daniel Martin and Rory
Sutherland to count them among their ranks starting in the 2018 season.

Lisa Brennauer joins Wiggle High5 Pro Cycling in 2018.
Longo Borghini and Cordon Ragot will continue with the
team in the next season.

Did you
know that...

Wiggle High5 Pro Cycling is both delighted and excited to announce that Lisa
Brennauer will be joining the team in 2018. The 29-year-old German was the World
Time Trial Champion in 2014, and has been a member of the World Team Time Trial
Championship squad on three occasions, but has also taken numerous road race
victories on all terrains; from hilly races to full-speed bunch sprints. Again Wiggle
High5 Pro Cycling is delighted to confirm that both Elisa Longo Borghini and Audrey
Cordon-Ragot will continue with the team in 2018.

Oscar Camenzind (former
professional road cyclist) In
1998 won the World Road
Championship in Valkenburg
(Holland) and the Giro
di Lombardia right the
weekend after.

Colnago Grand opening in Bali, Indonesia

Sophie de Boer takes the
third place in Superprestige
opener in Gieten.

Maud Kaptheijns (Crelan Charles) took her first senior
Superprestige victory at the opening round of the
Superprestige Ladies Trophy in Gieten. The 22-yearold won by 34 seconds from Nikki Brammeier
(Boels-Dolmans), while Sophie de Boer (Breepark)
completed the podium, 44 seconds down.
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